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2017 Oklahoma Transportation Research Day 

 Poster and Video Preparation Instructions 
 

Thank you for your interest in participating in the 2017 Oklahoma Transportation 

Research Day (OTRD) sponsored by the Oklahoma Department of Transportation 

(ODOT) and the Southern Plains Transportation Center (SPTC). 

 

This event will be held at the Metro Technology Center 1900 Springlake Dr., Oklahoma 

City, OK 73111, on Tuesday, October 17, 2017.  

 

The research day brings together attendees from academia, government service, and 

the private sector to discuss transportation research advancement and needs. This one-

day event consists of keynote lectures, ODOT presentations of research and 

implementation, and students’ transportation research posters. The event provides a 

friendly atmosphere for knowledge exchange, scientific connections, and building future 

collaboration opportunities.   

 

Registration is required for this event:  https://www.eventbrite.com/e/2017-

oklahoma-transportation-research-day-registration-35944494952 

 

Please note that the registration deadline is Tuesday, October 10, 2017. 
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Poster, Abstract, and Video Instructions 
The poster session during the OTRD provides an opportunity for students to demonstrate their 

research and enhance their presentation and communication skills. All students are invited to 

showcase their research and to compete for one of three cash prizes recognizing the quality of 

presentation and research novelties. Winners will be chosen by a panel of independent 

consultants who will select posters based on overall ranking/votes. 

To be eligible, the presenter must be a current graduate or undergraduate student, or have 

graduated within the past year. Posters describing work accomplished at any university, as well 

as government or private sector facility are welcome. 

Poster, Abstract and Video Submission 

Contributors to the session should submit the following by the deadline shown below: 

a) Research poster 

b) A three minute video presentation  

c) A half-page abstract  

The SPTC will prepare a book of posters on letter sized paper using the landscape orientation 

and will compile the posters and videos for the judges. This book of posters and videos are 

given to the judges several days prior to the event. To be included in the judging and listed in 

the program you must submit your package no later than 5:00 p.m. (CST), Thursday October 

5, 2017 in Acrobat pdf format. Poster files not received by the deadline will not be entered 

into the competition.  

Please send the abstract and poster files as an e-mail attachment to Dr. Mohamed Soliman, 

mohamed.soliman@okstate.edu with a copy to Cerry Leffler, cerry@ou.edu.  Name the Acrobat 

files with the presenting author last name_first name_university or college 

acronym_2017_poster (or abstract); (e.g., Jones_Sarah_OSU_2017_poster.pdf & 

Jones_Sarah_OSU_2017_abstract.pdf).  It would be unusual for a student to be presenting 

more than one poster; however, when a student is the presenter on more than one poster, 

please append the first name, (e.g. for three posters the file names would be Sarah-1, Sarah-2, 

Sarah-3). Submit one poster, and its associated abstract, per e-mail and use the file name in the 

“Subject:” line of the e-mail, (e.g. Jones_Sarah_OSU_2017.pdf). 

Since the video files may be too large for email submission, the simplest way to submit your 

three minute video is to share it through your personal Google Drive or Dropbox account. 

Create a folder in your Google Drive or Dropbox and name it “FullName_OTRD_Video”. Upload 

your video from your phone, computer, or tablet to this folder. Next, you should share your video 

with the session coordinators. To do this, visit your Dropbox or Google Drive online and find 

your video. Select the video and share it with Dr. Mohamed Soliman, 

mohamed.soliman@okstate.edu and Cerry Leffler, cerry@ou.edu.  

mailto:mohamed.soliman@okstate.edu
mailto:cerry@ou.edu
mailto:mohamed.soliman@okstate.edu
mailto:cerry@ou.edu
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Video Instructions  

This year, the students are encouraged to submit a three minute video to describe their 

research and its relevance to the transportation community. Although it is not mandatory for a 

student to submit a video to enter the competition, student who will not submit a video will lose 

the video points in the poster competition judging (see the judging sheet below); accordingly, 

their chances of winning will diminish. Below are the three minute video rules: 

- Presentations are limited to 3 minutes maximum including introductions, titles, etc.  

- Students can use web camera or their phone to record the video, special equipment is 

not necessary 

- A single static PowerPoint slide is permitted to be shown in the video.  

- No slide transitions or animations are allowed 

- The students are allowed to use their printed poster for illustration if it can be clearly 

viewed in the video 

- Presentations are to be spoken word, no additional sounds or video files are permitted 

- No additional instruments or laboratory equipment are permitted to be shown in the 

video 

- Student should use a common video file type such as MOV, MPEG4, or AVI 

Poster Design 

Create a PowerPoint slide with a plain background for your poster. Do not use a photo or a busy 

background since the audience will be distracted from your message. Sample posters are at the 

end of this document. 

Within PowerPoint (Word 2010) go to (1) Design/Page Setup and (2) select Slide sized for: 

Custom, (3) enter a width (Standard is 40”) and (4) enter a height (30”). Step (5) set the 

orientation for a landscape slide. You will be responsible for printing your poster on a single 

sheet for the poster session. The SPTC does not print the full size posters. 

Posters should be mounted on backer board and ready to place on an easel. If this is not 
possible, the SPTC will provide 30” x 40” backer board for your use during the event. This board 
may be used horizontally or vertically; however, horizontally oriented posters are preferred. 
Easels will only be available for presenters who have submitted their poster prior to the deadline 
and have registered for the meeting by the deadline.  
 

Font Suggestions: 

Use clear, simple fonts, e.g., Times New Roman or Arial. 

Title – 135 pt. 

Authors and Institution – 66 pt. 

Headings of Sections – 35 pt. 

Text – 24 pt. 

Figure captions and legends – 24 pt. 
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Acknowledgements – 22 pt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Poster Content 

 

Title area – keep the title simple and concise, list all authors and their institutions; please list the 

presenting student author first within the listing of authors 

Abstract – the abstract should be written to catch the interest of the audience, the abstract 

provides an overview of the poster 

Background – make sure the background sections share why you are doing the project 

Methods – experimental methods should be presented 

Figures – some authors place their figures as a section, other authors place figures in context 

with the text 

Results – the audience must be able to quickly grasp your results, all posters must have results 

Discussion – also could be conclusions 

Implementation /Conclusions/ Societal Impact – this section will be read carefully. The 

transportation research day posters describe work completed or partially completed. 
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Acknowledgements – it is very important to acknowledge your funding source(s), employees 

of the funding source may be in the audience. They will look for appropriate acknowledgement 

in your poster.  Additionally, acknowledge those who assisted with the project, but are not the 

authors. Authors sometimes use logos to acknowledge support; however, a few words are more 

meaningful to the audience. 

References – typically posters are referenced in the standard form appropriate for 

transportation engineering. e.g., Transportation Research Board (TRB) style can be used for the 

posters. 
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2017 Poster Judging Checklist 

Poster # _____________ (to be added by the SPTC) 

 
     

 
Lowest  (1) to Highest  (10) 

        
Score 

A) General 
1.) Abstract or Summary of Poster 
(clear and concise discussion) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 
            
2.) Clarity for ODOT-SPTC Transportation Research Day audience 
(content clarity, easy to follow) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 
          
B) Technical          
3.) Scientific/Engineering/Area of Emphasis  
(Clear purpose, hypothesis, background info, results, impact, further study expected) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 
          
4.) Quality of Problem Evaluation and the Drawn Conclusions 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 
          
C) Poster          
5.) Poster Design 
(Visual appearance and organizations)  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 
          
D) Presentation          
6.) Interactive Presentation 
(effective and clear communication of ideas and outcomes with audience) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 
            
7.) Video Presentation 
(comprehension, Engagement, and communication) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  _____ 
            
         Total _____ 
 
Notes: 
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Preparing Abstracts for Oklahoma Transportation Research Day Poster Session 

Author1, Author1, and Author2  

1 Full affiliation, email address 
2 Full Affiliation, email address 

 

Abstract 

The Abstract should provide an overview of the presented research by briefly discussing the 

objectives, methods, and results. In order to ensure a uniform style, all Abstracts have to be 

prepared according to the instructions indicated herein. Use Times New Roman 12 point size and 

1.5 lines as the line spacing with one-inch left, right, and top margins. The Title of your Abstract 

is centered with bold font size 14 points (as shown above). The number of words in the Abstract 

can range from 200 to 250 words. Authors’ names should be written using initials for first and 

second name followed by last name (e.g., S. Jones, A. P. Smith, Md. S. Khan). The Abstract shall 

not have figures, charts or graphs. 

 


